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6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUBSEQUENT WORK

We have presented a protocol that allows two parties sharing a low entropy secret
to extract a shared key of optimal length—if the shared secret has entropy m, then
the length of the extracted key is m − 2(κ), where κ is the security parameter. We
obtain our result through a somewhat unexpected application of edit distance codes.
While our protocol has optimal entropy loss, it has a round complexity of 2(κ). On
the other hand, Dodis and Wichs [2009] showed nonconstructively, through the use of
nonmalleable extractors, that there exists a protocol with both optimal entropy loss
and optimal round complexity (2 rounds, which is shown to be necessary by Dodis
and Wichs [2009]). Until recently, the problem of finding a polynomial-time protocol
with optimal round complexity and optimal entropy loss was open. Li [2012b] made
progress on the open problem by showing two-round protocol for w whose entropy rate
is an arbitrary constant; his work was using explicit constructions of nonmalleable
extractors and novel protocol techniques shown in Dodis et al. [2011], Cohen et al.
[2011], and Li [2012a] (which achieve optimal entropy loss when the entropy rate of w
is at least 1/2). In other related work, the work of Bouman and Fehr [2011] studies the
reusability of authentication schemes by using (unlike in our work) one-time sessions
derived from weak long-term keys for authentication. In this setting, in order to ensure
re-usability, it is essential to guarantee privacy of the long-term key.
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